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IDEAS & ADVICE

DESIGNED TO LAST:
The house that survived two bushfires
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY Nigel Bell

The sawtooth roof on Linda and Bob’s BAL-FZ rated house was alternated with sections of flatter roof to remove the need for narrow
box gutters at the bottom of the peaks.

This owner-built home near Lithgow, New
South Wales, was threatened by bushfire when
under construction in 2013. Then in December
2019 the home survived the Gospers Mountain
mega-fire, when few houses in the street were
left standing. In this article adapted from our
Green Rebuild Toolkit, architect Nigel Bell
outlines the background, planning, design and
construction decisions that made a difference
to the house during the fires, with important
lessons for bushfire-resistant design.
Disclaimer: The content of this article is provided for information
purposes only.
No claim is made as to the accuracy or authenticity of the content.
Lithgow City Council does not accept any liability to any person for
the information or advice (or the use of such information or advice)
which is provided in this article or incorporated into it by reference.

Linda and Bob wanted to build a comfortable home for their
retirement years on the western edge of the Blue Mountains.
They considered purchasing a beautiful, treed lot on a steep
west-facing slope at Mt Tomah, but didn’t proceed due to
bushfire concerns. They did, however, note the bushfireresistant home that my practice ECOdesign had designed for
that site, and that’s how they engaged us to design their house
when they did buy land further west at Dargan.
The Dargan block offered an uninterrupted bushland
outlook, with council approval for a dwelling already secured
and the concrete slab already laid. This offered practical and
financial benefits for Bob as an owner builder, but the couple
also recognised the deficiencies in the approved design. We
developed a new design concept utilising the slab, which then
led on to full engagement on the project.
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The construction features close-fitting components to
eliminate gaps and cracks.

THE SITE
The 3.5-acre block had an average slope down to the west
of 9 degrees (16 per cent), with several sharp drop-offs to
the valley floor below where a small dam was located. The
native vegetation was the typical dry sclerophyll forest of
the sandstone ridges of the western Blue Mountains, which
includes shrubby woodland and heath layers that are all very
flammable. The western orientation when combined with
this slope and vegetation gave a very high to extreme bushfire
attack level of BAL-40 to BAL-FZ (Flame Zone), however we
chose to design to the highest BAL-FZ rating throughout.
The site had electricity and phone line available, but on-site
water collection and storage needed to be maximised. A septic
tank with an absorption line downslope had already been
installed for effluent disposal.
The 28 metre by 11 metre concrete slab had been cut into
the slope, parallel to the road 20 metres away and ready for
a Hebel block home with verandahs all around. But the slab
orientation was north-south, which made it difficult to access
any northern orientation and the benefits of passive solar
design, and the Hebel blocks had been sitting in stacks out in
the elements for years and were weathered.

THE DESIGN CHALLENGE
How were we to design a sustainable and bushfire-resistant
home on this large slab, achievable on a moderate budget and
that could be undertaken by an experienced owner-builder
like Bob? The first challenge was trying to achieve passive
solar design – the best combination of glass, thermal mass
and insulation for this site – on a north-south slab. This meant
locating windows for northern sun that could also naturally
vent hot air in summer. Linda and Bob also requested high
ceilings and a flow of generous spaces, so a ‘saw-tooth’ roof
design was created, allowing high northern windows to all
major rooms.
While the saw-tooth roof helped increase northern sun
throughout the home, we needed to consider how to reduce
any fire hazards associated with this type of roof. Narrow box
gutters usually drain such industrial roof forms, at the base
of each peak. However, locating the service rooms (foyer,
bathrooms, laundry and sewing room) between the main
rooms created flatter roof sections between the peaks instead
of narrow box gutters. This design also eliminates snow and hail
build-up and helps to create a low profile for wind to blow away
leaves and debris, enhancing bushfire protection. Of course
all ridge flashings and finishes were tightly sealed to eliminate
gaps, especially important higher up on a building where attack
from burning embers is more likely to occur.
MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION
The materials used to build the house needed to be entirely
non-combustible to meet BAL-FZ and the bushfire risk. An
insulated timber stud frame was used to keep construction easy
and costs under control. A layer of fibre cement sheeting was
added to the outside of the stud frame, which was then covered
with 90-millimetre-thick Timbercrete wall panels to provide the
primary bushfire protection (and additional thermal benefit).

The western slope after the fires.
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ADVICE FOR BUILDING A
BUSHFIRE-SAFER HOUSE

‘Bushfire-safer’ design is becoming a specialist field. It
addresses the risk of burning embers, extreme winds,
exposure to radiant heat and flame contact through the
integration of building regulations plus the built form,
building typology, materials, insulation, glazing, details and
more. Here are some starting points.
 ocation is everything. A hot dry western slope is inherently
L
more bushfire prone than flatter and/or sheltered land with
a less fire-prone orientation. Choose wisely!
 here is good science to support vegetation mapping prior
T
to selecting a home site to indicate flammability and likely
bushfire intensity in that location.
 sset protection zone (APZ) areas that separate flammable
A
vegetation from the house are effective in reducing radiant
heat and flame contact in most instances, but ember attack
remains a risk and is the biggest cause of house loss.
 eware of remaining nearby flammable vegetation and
B
tree species that may burn for hours or days, to reignite the
property when firefighters have left.
 arden layout (design plus plant selection) with groundG
moisture control is important in lowering flammability,
which is displayed in this home with watered lawns and
Hebel blockwork terracing. [Ed note: for more, see our
article ‘In the line of fire: Garden design to reduce the threat
of bushfire’ in Sanctuary 51.]
 bserve all requirements for your BAL rating, or preferably
O
do more than what’s needed. Avoid flammable construction,
gaps and cracks.
 ushfire planning increasingly sets land-use controls
B
across states and territories that require safer buildings
within bushfire prone areas – in many cases restricting
development past BAL-29.
 ushfire construction requirements (AS 3959-2018
B
Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas) vary in
implementation across the country, however encourage
non-combustible and tested material components to or past
the relevant BAL rating.

Disclaimer: The content of this article is provided for information
purposes only.
No claim is made as to the accuracy or authenticity of the content.
Lithgow City Council does not accept any liability to any person for
the information or advice (or the use of such information or advice)
which is provided in this article or incorporated into it by reference.

The concrete slab that had already been laid on the site was
incorporated into the design for the new home, while the old
Hebel blocks were used in the bushfire-resistant garden
design.

Timbercrete is a composite product made from sand, wood
waste and ground glass, which in 190-millimetre-thick block
form offers a remarkable (tested and proven) four hours of fire
protection.
DESIGN FOR CLIMATE AND BUSHFIRES
Designing for the climate was always going to be a challenge,
given the western outlook and the need to shade against the
hot afternoon sun. The solution was to add a bushfire-rated
stainless steel flyscreen mesh to an enclosed verandah on the
western side, delaying afternoon sun entry to the house while
also reducing radiant heat on vulnerable glass in the event of a
bushfire.
For cost reasons, aluminium-framed single-glazed windows
and doors were installed instead of double-glazed units.
Toughened glass was used, as mandated in BAL-29 or higher
installations, with tinted glass and a low-e coating applied to
reduce heat conduction through the glass and improve the
thermal performance of the windows.
Designing the house for bushfires was a fundamental
concern. We kept the built form low, non-combustible and
aerodynamic to the wind and fire direction to avoid buildup
of burning embers and debris. The prevailing westerly winds
help blow leaves and debris off the roof. We built into the slope
and located the concrete water tanks and the garden on the fire
approach side, so as to widen the asset protection zone (APZ),
and used materials that addressed the BAL rating. It mostly
worked!
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THE HOME
The new design was approved by council as a variation on
the previous approval, when accompanied by an additional
flora and habitat assessment and BASIX (NSW sustainability)
certificate. With generous floor space from the original slab, the
three-dimensionality of the roof form makes for a progression
of lively internal spaces that are naturally illuminated. Water is
supplied from two 35,000-litre water tanks and an evacuated
tube water heating system sits on the roof.
THE BUSHFIRE EXPERIENCE
Bushfire concerns were not part of the previous home approval
(pre-2009) but featured heavily in the subsequent design and
built response. Linda and Bob decided to leave early as the
Gospers Mountain fire headed towards them in December
2019, leaving the house on its own.
When the fire swept up the slope taking out many of the
nearby homes, the local Rural Fire Service ‘firies’ recognised the
defendable space behind the home as a good place to shelter
as the fire front passed through in just minutes. They were then
able to step out and extinguish nearby burning vegetation and

The abandoned blockwork used for the garden steps proved
effective in reducing the ground-level fire.

Bushfire screens to the west-facing verandah also provide
protection from the hot afternoon sun.
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The open garden with watered plants and Hebel blockwork sheltered the house, which in turn sheltered the trees immediately behind
the house.

assist at other properties. The home itself was unscathed by
the winds, embers and radiant heat as the 30- to 40-metre
APZ, plus bushfire-resistant design, worked as intended. Of
the many homes in the street (mostly evacuated), it was one of
only a handful that survived the bushfire.
An old shed with a vehicle inside was destroyed, leaving a
river of molten metal, as the only adjacent eucalypt continued
to burn for hours. A newer shed, which was also the couple’s
home while the main house was built, survived. The eucalypts
up the hill directly behind the house were effectively shielded
by the building when the fire swept past and didn’t ignite.
The owners returned unsure what to expect. The shed, their
old vehicle, many trees and much of the garden was gone,
but their home, and everything most important to them, had
survived. S

THE GREEN REBUILD TOOLKIT
This article is part of the Green Rebuild Toolkit, a project
developed by Sanctuary’s publisher Renew in response to
the 2019-2020 bushfire season in which over 3,500 homes
were lost around the country. Its aim is to help people get the
most out of any new home that they plan to build – for future
bushfire resistance, for thermal efficiency, and for the overall
health, wellbeing and comfort of the people who live there.
The Green Rebuild Toolkit will feature a set of resources
and case studies on topics such as site planning, bushfireand climate-resilient design, finding the right team of
experts with whom to work, materials, renewable energy
and rainwater systems. There will also be webinars, virtual
Speed Date a Sustainability Expert events and opportunities
for households to participate in lengthier one-on-one
consultations with Renew experts, allowing them to further
refine their house plans and maximise energy efficiency
within the home.
If you live in a bushfire-affected community and would
like to find out more, please contact the Toolkit team or
complete the survey on the Toolkit website.
For more information visit www.greenrebuildtoolkit.com.

DISCLAIMER
As bushfires are inherently unpredictable including extreme
variation in attack and intensity, this article contains
general commentary and advice only. Individual site and
bushfire assessment by a qualified assessor is always to be
recommended in developing a bushfire management plan
that is safer for both people and structures, followed by
bushfire expertise in planning, design and construction.
The content of this article is provided for information purposes only.
No claim is made as to the accuracy or authenticity of the content.
Lithgow City Council does not accept any liability to any person for
the information or advice (or the use of such information or advice)
which is provided in this article or incorporated into it by reference.
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